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Abstract
COMET is particle experiment which perform to search charged lepton avor
violation (CLFV) process, µ − e conversion. In our work. we try to search for another
CLFV process µ− e− → e− e− with COMET phase-1 detector by simulation tool. We
determined sensitivity of detector in each magnetic eld. We discover that at 5.1T,
detector has the best result with sensitivity at 0.29. The result has some promising
but improvement for simulation should be done.
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1 Introduction
COMET or Coherent Muon Electron Transition experiment is particle physics experiment
utilize at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) in Tokai, Japan.The
main objective of this experiment is to search for neutrinoless transition of muon to electron
in muonic atom (µ − e conversion)
µ− + N (A, Z) → e− + N (A, Z)

(1.1)

The µ − e conversion is one charged lepton avor violation process (CLFV). CLFV is process which has low probability in standard model. However, searching this process is one
way for understand new physics beyond standard model.
The COMET experiment divide into 2 phases. We will focus on phase-1. The schematic
layout of COMET phase-1 is shown in gure 1.1. They produce muons from normal decay
of pion which prepare by collision of high energy proton beam with graphite. After that
selection of low momentum of muon will begin and move along bend line into main detector. . The muons will collide and stop at aluminium target and form muonic atom. The
expect stopping muons is about 1.5 × 1016 muons. This value of stopping moun can reach
the sensitivity at 3 × 10−15 which better than previous experiment (SINDRUM-II) [1,2].
The main detector in COMET phase to detect the signal is combine between Cylindrical
Drift Chamber (CDC) and set of trigger hodoscope counters. The schematic layout of
COMET phase-1 is shown in gure 1.2. Both detectors can use for characterize beam and
background which prepared for COMET phase-2
Although COMET aims to search for µ − e conversion but it also has probability to search
for another CLFV process. In this research, we will optimize COMET phase-1 experiment
in simulation program and determined the sensitivity of detector for search other CLFV
process , µ− e− → e− e− .

Figure 1.1: Schematic layout of COMET Phase-1[1]
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Figure 1.2: Schematic layout of COMET Phase-1 detector (CyDet)[1]

2 Related theory

2.1 Charged Lepton Flavor Violation & µ

− −

e → e− e−

process?

The charged lepton avor violation (CLFV) process is one of important evidence for new
physics beyond the standard model..The rst analysis begin with µ+ → e− γ decays from
cosmic ray muon by Hincks and Pontecorvo in 1947 [3].There are various theoretical models
calculate and predict rate and brcnching ratio of CLFV process which are below present
experiment upper limits. The ongoing and future experiment will reach the predict sensitivity in any models to conrm it. Now, there are various process with moun which
possibility to measure. It includes µ+ → e+ e+ e− µ+ → e− γ µ − e conversion in muonic
atom and µ− e− → e− e− Nevertheless, more CLFV process we search. more knowledge to
understand we obtain.
We will focus on µ− e− → e− e− . It can use assisted from muonic atom to search. This
process has three advantage. First, the contribution of this process composed from two
contributions, photonic dipole interaction and four fermion contact interaction. We can
use this process to discriminate model and construct full understand of new physics beyond
standard model. Next, this process is two body nal. it does not contain photon in nal
state which easy to detect and sum of nal energies would be equal to rest mass of muon.
Last, The rate of this process depend on overlap between muon and nucleus. We can use
heavy atom for high rate of this process when we aim to detect it.The eective Lagrangrian
of this process can dene as[3]
L = Lphoto + Lcontact
4GF
Lphoto = − √ mµ [AR ēL σ µν µR + AL ēR σ µν µL ]Fµν + [H.c]
2
4GF
Lcontact = − √ [g1 (ēL µR )(ēL eR ) + g2 (ēR µL )(ēR eL )
2
+ g3 (ēR γµ µR )(ēR γ µ eR ) + g4 (ēL γµ µL )(ēL γ µ eL )
µ

µ

+ g5 (ēR γµ µR )(ēL γ eL ) + g6 (ēL γµ µL )(ēR γ eR )] + [H.c]

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
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where GF = 1.166 × 10− GeV−2 is fermi coupling constant and AR,L and gi s (i = 1, 2, ..., 6)
are dimensionless coupling constant.
Koike (2010) [3] begin analysis this process by determined the branching ratio of this
process. It begin by using above eective Lagrangian. It separate into two extremely case
which one of interaction is dominant. In both case upper limit branching ratio is depend
on (Z − 1)3 where Z is atomic number. However, this work do not concerns the real wave
function muon in muonic atom, eect from relativistic wave function and coulomb interaction between bound state muon and bound state electron.
Uesaka (2016) enhanced analysis from previous work of Koike. It this work, they take
account of relativistic wave function and coulomb interaction between lepton and nucleus.
They solve Dirac equation for muon wave function. The result show that in this work
slightly has better upper limit on branching ratio than previous work. The result is shown
in gure 2.1.Furthermore, the result of energy distribution and angular distribution of nals electron in µ− e− → e− e− process in aluminium muonic atom are shown in gure 2.2
and 2.3 respectively.

Figure 2.1: Upper limits on Br(µ− e− → e− e− ) compare between Uesaka (2016) (red line)
and Koike (2010) (blue line)[4]
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Figure 2.2: Energy distribution of nals electron in µ− e− → e− e− process in aluminium
muonic atom[4]

Figure 2.3: Angular distribution between two nals electron in µ− e− → e− e− process in
aluminium muonic atom[4]
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3 Research Methodology
3.1 Overview

Our research separate into 2 parts
1. We read documents about COMET experiment and charged lepton avor violation
process in theoretical side.
2. After understand theoretical side. We will begin simulation by optimize COMET
phase-1 setting, generate event of two nal electrons from µ− e− → e− e− process and
determined sensitivity of detectors.

3.2 Simulation method
We begin the simulation by generate the event of two nal electrons of µ− e− → e− e−
process. We also optimize COMET phase-1 setting in simulation code. We perform simulation with C language. The code does in following steps below. The detail will show on
appendix.
1. We use random generator with proper distribution for 5 initial variables of nal
electrons.
Table 3.1: Table shows initial variable for generate event and its distribution
Variables
Distributions
Energy (E ) and Momentum (p)
Normal distributions from Uesaka (2016)
Angle between magnetic eld
Uniform distribution between −1 to 1
and momentum (cos θ)
Angle between transverse momentum
Unifrom distribution between 0 to 2π
and position on aluminium target (ϕ)
Position on aluminium
Linear distribution between 0 to 100
that event occur (r)
Position on z-axis
Discrete distribution
2. Calculate below parameter from initial variables.
- Radius of helix trajectory of both electrons under magnetic eld (r1,2 ).
- Maximum distance of both electrons from center of CDC (R).
- Distance on magnetic eld direction of both electrons from start (Z ).
3. We will classify "Accepted Event" by compare parameter with require conditions.
- Both electrons should enter atleast 5 layer of CDC and do not go outside CDC.
- Both electrons can reach trigger hodoscope counters.
4. Repeat 1-3 for 100, 000 events
5. Adjust the magnetic elds (B ) between 0.3 − 0.7T
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6. Calculate sensitivity of detector in each magnetic elds. Sensitivity is ratio between
accepted events and all events
7. Plot graph between sensitivity of detector and magnetic eld. Discuss the result

4 Result & Discussion

Figure 4.1: Graph plot relation between sensitivity of COMET phase-1 detector (y-axis)
and magnetic eld inside CDC (x-axis)

Figure4.1. shows the relation between sensitivity of COMETphase-1 detector (y-axis)
and magnetic eld inside CDC (x-axis). We see the range of magnetic elds which have
sensitivity more than zero are between 0.40 − 0.65 T. The sensitivity is increasing when
magnetic eld is rising until it reach maximum. The maximum sensitivity is around 0.29
when magnetic eld is 0.51 T After that it will go sown and reach to zero. We can explain
that when magnetic eld is low, electrons have wide helix radius which make electron can
go outside CDC. For high magnetic eld, most of electrons will not enter CDC due to
narrow helix radius. Because helix radius is inverse proportional to magnetic eld. We
will compare this result with µ − econversion simulation result COMET phase-1 detector.
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In that work, they use magnetic eld at 1 T. The sensitivity, or geometrical acceptance,
for detect electron in µ − e conversion process by COMET phase-1 detector is equal to
0.26[1]. It shows that our result has some signicant. However, we did not concern energy
loss of electron in aluminium target or between the electron's path. The improvement of
simulation should be done for precise result.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we aim to determine sensitivity of COMET phase-1 detector for detect
→ e− e− by simulation. We simulate with C language. On simulation program, we
write code based on COMET phase-1 setting and given the result of detector's sensitivity.
There are many conclusion from result.
µ− e−

1. The magnetic elds inside CDC which can detect signal of nal electrons from
µ− e− → e− e− are in range of 0.40 − 0.65T
2. The distribution of graph between detector's sensitivity and magnetic elds look like
normal distribution. The peak is at B = 0.51 T which has sensitivity at 0.29
3. There is some signicant result in this work. Because the sensitivity of detector at
0.29 is close wit simulation result for detect µ − e conversion with same detector. In
that work has sensitivity at 0.26 with 1 T
This work give another knowledge for approach to nd the CLFV Process with COMET
experiment. However, we still need to improve our code for precise result. The suggestion
are taking the loss energy of electron in account and using Geant4 simulatiion program
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6 Appendix

Simulation Code
In this part, it contains simulation code in program and I will describe all of code.

Figure 6.1: Simulation code (1)

From g.6.1 , the green characters are library of C language we use in this simulation.
Another one are the function for generate the distribution for initial variables and calculate
trajectory of electron in CDC.

Figure 6.2: Simulation code (2)

Function drand() is function to contribute number in uniform distribution between 0 to 1.
It is useful for generate another distribution with Monte Carlo method. Function radn( mu,
sigma) is function to generate number with normal distribution in any mean value (mu)
and variance (sigma) which we want. It use Monte Carlo and Marsaglia Polar method to
generate number.
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Figure 6.3: Simulation code (4)

Function ran_ lin() is function to generate number with linear distribution between 0 to
1. It use accept-reject method from uniform distribution to generate it.

Figure 6.4: Simulation code (5)

Figure 6.5: Simulation code (6)
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Function disk_ thick is use for generate position in z-axis, parallel with magnetic eld
direction, of events. It correspond with the position of aluminium disk which has 17 disks
with 0.2 mm thickness
Function s_ angle is function to calculate the angular displacement in xy-plane when
electrons are enter inner wall of CDC in each helix turn. It is useful for calculate electron
will reach to trigger hodoscope or not.

Figure 6.6: Simulation code (7)

From g.6.6 . It shows all parameter in simulation code.I set z-axis is axis in magnetic
eld i. I will describe them in each lines
1. Line 86, srand(time(Null)) use for make random generator give dierence number in
each random
2. Line 88 is for some constant. There are π , electron charge and light velocity in space.
3. Line 89 -90 are variable for energy (E ), cos θ and ϕ for rst and second electrons
4. Line 91 is bonding energy for bound state muon in aluminium muonic atom Bµ .
5. Line 92 is radius of helix trajectory of both electrons (r1,2 ).
6. Line 93 is momentum of both electrons (p)
7. Line 94 is position on aluminium target in xy plane which event happens. (r)
8. Line 95 is maximum distance of both electrons from center of CDC (R1,2 )
9. Line 96 is magnetic eld inside CDC (B )
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10. Line 97 is period of helix trajectory of both electrons (T ).
11. Line 98-99 are the position in z-axis when electrons reach inner wall of CDC, rst
time and second time respectively (Z ).
12. Line 100 is radius of CDC inner wall.
13. Line 101 is radius of CDC outer wall.
14. Line 102 is radius of fth layer of CDC which is our requirement.
15. Line 103 is angular velocity in xy-plane of both electrons (ω )
16. Line 104-105 are angular displacement in xy-plane of both electrons when electrons
are enter inner wall of CDC (α).
17. Line 106-107 are time from start of both electrons when electrons are enter inner
wall of CDC.
18. Line 108 -110 are length of CDC, inner side and outer side of trigger hodoscope
respectively.
19. Line 111 is random position in z-axis of event (z ).
20. Line 112 is minimum and maximum distance in z axis of both electrons. It use for
calculate that electrons can reach trigger hodoscope or not.
21. Line 113 is velocity in xy plane of both electron

Figure 6.7: Simulation code (8)

From g.6.7 It show you the beginning of simulation. As we write before, We begin by
using random generator with proper distribution to generate initial variables which are E
, cos θ, ϕ and r. It shows in line 121-129. After that we calculate momentum of both
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electron by
p=

√

E 2 − m2e

(6.1)

where me is electron rest mass in MeV, Furthermore, the relation between energy of both
electrons is follow E1 + E2 = mµ + me − Bµ In line 130-133, I calculate radius of helix
trajectory of both electrons under magnetic eld (r1,2 ) and maximum distance of both
electrons from center of CDC (R1,2 ) in by
p cos θ
qB
√
2 + r 2 − 2r r cos(π/2 + ϕ)
= r1,2 + r1,2
1,2

r1,2 =
R1,2

(6.2)
(6.3)

We also change the parameter from natural unit to SI unit.

Figure 6.8: Simulation code (9)

In line 138, we classify the event by requirement that both electron should enter atleast
5 layers of CDC. After that we begin to classify the event by requirement that electrons
should reach trigger hodoscope. In line 140 - 158. We generate the position in z-axis which
events occur and calculate parameter by equation below
√
v =c 1−
v sin θ
r1,2
2π
T =
ω
α
t=
ω
Z0,1 = v cos θt
ω=

m2e
E

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)
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For α or angular displacement in xy-plane when electron reach CDC inner wall use function
s_ angle to calculate. The parameter we need is Z0,1 . Z0 is distance in z axis when electron
reach CDC inner wall rst time. Z1 is distance in z-axis when electron reach CDC inner
wall again after move in CDC.

Figure 6.9: Simulation code (10)

In line 159-168, we calculate minimum and maximum distance of electrons in z direction.
We classify that electron reach trigger hodoscope if Z0 or Z1 is in this range. Sometimes,
electrons will use a lot of turn to move and reach trigger hodoscope. In line 170-185, we
calculate distance in z direction for multiple turn of electron until it going out of CDC.

Figure 6.10: Simulation code (11)

The last one , we collect all of accepted event and adjust the magnetic eld. After that we
calculate sensitivity an d plot graph between sensitivity and magnetic elds.
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Initial variables distribution graph

Figure 6.11: Normal distribution of E in simulation

Figure 6.12: Uniform distribution of cos θ in simulation
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Figure 6.13: Uniform distribution of ϕ in simulation

Figure 6.14: Linear distribution of r in simulation

